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advanced liquid roofing

REVEALING THE ADVANCES IN FLAT ROOFING TECHNOLOY
Common issues associated with flat roofs such as persistent leaks, lap joint failures, long installation times and
risks from hot works are simply not an issue when using quality liquid systems. Now the fastest growing sector
in the flat roofing market, liquids are increasingly being specified in place of traditional roll-applied systems like
felt and single-ply.

As a market leader in the manufacturing of advanced liquid roofing systems, Polyroof’s free RIBA certified CPD
Seminar "Flat Roofs: A Guide to Liquid Roofing Systems" is the ideal solution to stay in touch with the latest
technology and advances in the field.

SEMINAR OUTLINE
The seminar introduces the three most common types of liquid applied systems while comparing their
individual characteristics and performance. Other topics covered include flat roof design, regulations,
environmental performance and sustainable roof designs. The seminar finishes with an appraisal through
completed case studies to highlight how and when liquid systems should be used.
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SEMINAR STRUCTURE & CONTENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:
The seminar begins with the characteristics of flat roofs and the challenges posed by them. The various types
of liquid systems are then introduced with best practice guidance to ensure their appropriate specification.
The latest regulations and standards are then covered along with flat roof design. Lastly, liquid systems are
appraised through case studies before a question and answer session. Contet learning outcomes are:
1.

An understanding of liquid systems and what differentiates them from each other

2.

Informed knowledge in order to choose the correct system for the application

3.

Ability to design flat roofs to ensure compatibility with liquid systems

4.

An understanding of the relevant regulations that affect liquid applied systems
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BRING THE SEMINAR TO LIFE WITH A PRODUCT DEMO
If your offices have an outdoor space then we encourgae incorporating a live practical demonstration into the
seminar. See for yourself what the capabilities of of the latest in liquid roofing technology are. Various roof
details, such as pipes, outlets and plinths are seamlessly encapsulated in a matter of minutes. The full system
can be installed in two 5 to 10 minute sessions and helps the audience to understand the practical aspects of
flat roofing better than any presentation could.

“As a recent graduate, a physical demonstration was
a much more effective way of seeing how the
process was done rather than looking at
2D details and displayed how quick
and easy installation.”

Coombes Everitt
Architects

HOW TO BOOK YOUR SEMINAR
Polyoof will carry out the seminar at a location of choice and would be happy to cover the cost of any catering
arrangements. You can book your CPD one of the following ways:
Online at www.polyroof.co.uk/cpd
Call us on 0800 801 890
Email us a cpd@polyroof.co.uk
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YOUR HUB FOR FLAT ROOFING SOLUTIONS
Whether you’re a specifier looking for a state-of-the-art roofing system for a commercial
development, or you’re simply looking for a long-term solution to a leaking roof, at
www.polyroof.co.uk you will find everything you need. There’s a wealth of information that’s
instantly accessible - without the need for logging in or remembering passwords.
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Polyroof Products reserve the right to amend product
specifications without prior notice. The information provided in
this literature is given in good faith. Recommendations for use
should be verified to ensure compliance with all current building
regulations and standards. Please check that your current copy
of literature is the latest version by contacting the marketing
department or visiting www.polyroof.co.uk.
Nothing in this literature or any other marketing literature

Polyroof Products Ltd
Furness House
Castle Park Ind. Est.
Flint, Flintshire
CH6 5XA
UNITED KINGDOM

Switchboard: +44(0) 1352 735 135
Technical Helpline: +44(0) 800 801 890
Fax: +44(0) 1352 735 182

produced by or on behalf of Polyroof Products Limited is to be
regarded as constituting a contract binding in law between
Polyroof Products Limited and any Customer. The only contract
which Polyroof will enter into with the customer is contained in
the guarantees, the details of which are available on request.

General Email: admin@polyroof.co.uk
Technical Email: technical@polyroof.co.uk

The guarantee is in the form of a written guarantee which
takes effect only when issued in writing by Polyroof to the
customer at the request of the contractor.

